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Abstract — Time synchronization management is one of the important functions of HLA/RTI. Adjusting the allocation time 
synchronization is realized by dynamic time sequence relation among simulation entities to determine the scalability of the system. 
In this paper we propose: i) an improved time stamp management to optimize time perspective management, ii) an effective 
method of deadlock management and improved algorithm of deadlock detection and prevention, iii) an improved optimization of 
Frederick time management algorithm based on HLA distributed simulation platform, iv) RTI time synchronization of the 
Frederick algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the promotion of HLA, domestic institutions start to 
make researches on RTI technology actively. These RTI have 
own research background and have attained certain 
application and achievements in different fields. HLA/RTI 
system adopts client/server mode. In the operation, federal 
members provide service application to RTI and provide 
related data and parameter; RTI responds to the request of 
federal members, make internal treatment and then notify 
other affected federal members and finally return the results 
to federal members. In this process, federal members are 
clients, while RTI plays a role of server. All data exchange 
among federal members during the whole federal 
enforcement is accomplished by RTI; at the same time, RTI 
also provides time promotion and management function to 
federal, in charge of routing and filtering of data 
transmission process. Therefore, in HLA application system, 
RTI is at a very important position, which affects the 
performance of HLA application system directly. To realize 
the transfer from DIS system to HLA system, MIT Lincoln 
Laboratory has proposed one RTI prototype system in 1997, 
realized partial function regulated in HLA standard 
specifications and applied to integrated virtual battlefield 
supported by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
Time management service is also an important component of 
distributed traffic simulation support platform and its essence 
is to add time stamp to message with time significance to 
make the message be processed with correct causal sequence 
and then ensure the unity between implementation results of 
simulation and real world, with repeatability under the same 
condition. Therefore, time management can also be called 
“sequence management”. Service realizes the 
synchronization among simulation applications.   

II. TIME SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISM  

Time management service focuses on how to control the 
time advancing during simulation execution, but time 
advancing mechanism must work with the mechanism in 
charge of message transfer because massage with time stamp 

instructs the effective time of message. Therefore, time 
management mechanism includes two parts: message 
delivery service and time advancing service. Time advancing 
algorithm generally adopts Frederick algorithm [27, 30], 
Frederick is participant in the preparation of HLA and this 
algorithm is usually with good work. But in recent years, 
with the deepening of research, there are also some problems 
appeared. One is the deadlock caused under special 
conditions and the other is advancing efficiency can’t be 
optimized. The other problem needs to be solved in this 
paper is to realize message delivery with Microsoft MAMQ 
message queue.  

 

Figure 1. The abnormal made by time out of sync 

As shown in picture 1, FA fires at FB at S1 and FB is 
destroyed by bomb in S5. If the message can’t arrive at FC 
not by time sequence, and then FC first observes FB being 
shot, than then FA launches, which is not logical obviously. 
Based on IEEE1516, RTI provides a unified time 
management structure to ensure time synchronization among 
different members; federal members can’t promote its logical 
time independently; therefore, it needs to put forward time 
advancing request to RTI support platform explicitly and 
realize time advancing after RTI approval. Time management 
is to make ordering for message in distributed system based 
on logical time. In the whole simulation process, federal 
members put forward their own logical time continuously 
and RTI provides control strategy to constrain federal 
members and ensure synchronous promotion of own logical 
time. RTI must ensure that federal members using 
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conservative advancing mechanism will not receive outdated 
news, which is the logical time of message received later 
should not be smaller than the logical time of message 
received earlier. Therefore, federal members use 
conservative advancing mechanism to promote logical time 
and will never produce state conflict. That is to say, HLA 
ensures the promotion of correct events through predicting 
the situations in the future. In picture 4-1, if RTI ensures FC 
to receive M1 first and then receive message M2, then it can 
ensure the time advancing effectively and correctly. Time 
advancing can be divided into following several kinds [11, 
29, 30]:  

(1) Time advancing based on step length, federal 
members advance time based on some fixed simulation time 

interval (step length). Step length is usually selected based 
on simulation accuracy (or stability). In HLA, time can only 
be advanced to next time step length only when all the 
simulation activities within current step length range are 
finished. 

(2) Time advancing based on events; federal members 
handle internal affairs and TSO affairs produced by other 
members. Federal members will promote time to the time 
stamp value of this event after finishing one event. 

(3) Optimistic time advancing, the time advancing of 
federal members with adoption of optimistic time advancing 
mechanism is not affected by federal members of “time 
control” and its time advancing can exceed LBTS and 
delivery time stamp is bigger than the message of LBTS. 

 

                  RTI Amb

Object management Time management Declaration management Data management Ownership Management 

RTI Impl

Data Filtering

Message management
RTI 
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Federal management
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Figure 2. RTI system structure  

 

III. FREDERICK ALGORITHM 

A. OUTPUT Computation Optimization  

When service application advances time to T(i), based on 
HLA interface specifications, the member ensures that the 
delivered TSO message time stamp meets Ts( i)>= T(i)+L (i). 
Ts(i) is the time stamp of delivered TSO message and the 
agreement regulates that ensure message time stamp >= 
T(i)+L (i) to other federal members only when RTI callback 
TAG service and federal members’ time is advanced to T(i); 
therefore calculate OUTPUT as the sum of current time and 
current prospective volume before time update. In reality, if 
federal members are in TAR hang up state at i, it will not 
deliver message smaller than the sum of application time T 
and current prospective volume. Therefore, it can use this 
information to adjust OUTPUT to speed up the advancing 
speed. At the same time, when calculate LBTS, we only need 
to consider about the constrained member of federal 
members but do not need to consider about the influence on 
other members.  

TAR algorithm improved after algorithm 1:  
TAR(TimeAd){        //federal members i request to 

advance to TimeAd 
 
if(OUTPUT(i)<TimdAd+Lookhead(i)) 
OUTPUT(i)=TimdAd+Lookhead(i);       //update first 

OUTPUT(i); no matter the request is successful or hang up, 
foreach federal members j, j is constrained federal member 
of i.   

 
if(LBTS(i)<OUTPUT(j)) 
LBTS(i)<OUTPUT(j);      //update LBTS value; 
 
 
if(LBTS(i)>=TimeAd) return TimeAd; 
 
else Pending();     //hang up;  
 
} 
Improved algorithm 4-4 is a LBTS comparison with 
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complexity of N, which can be improved in a further way 
with OUTPUT update information:  

TAR algorithm after algorithm 2 optimization:  
TAR(TimeAd){       //federal members I request to 

advance to TimeAd 
if(OUTPUT(i)<TimdAd+Lookhead(i)){ 
OUTPUT(i)=TimdAd+Lookhead(i); 
foreach federal members j and i is the constrained federal 

members of j  { 
   chg(j)=true;        //indicate the change of OUTPUT 

value of j constrained members 
} 
} 
if(chg(i)==true){ 
foreach federal members j and and j is the constrained 

federal members of i  { 
if(LBTS(i)>OUTPUT(j)) 
LBTS(i)=OUTPUT(j);         //update LBTS value; 
Chg(i)=false; 
}//for 
}//if 
if(LBTS(i)>=TimeAd) return TimeAd; 
else Pending();           //hang up;  
 
} 
Algorithm sets up one sign for each federal member i, if 

chg(i)=true, than then it needs to update LBST(i) value.  
Assue there are N federal members in the system and its 

correlation probability is P, and then each member has (N-
1)*P constrained members on average; algorithm 4-4 needs 
to compare (N-1)*P times every time calculating LBST, 
which algorithm 4-4 only needs to compare (N-1)*P/N 
times. The above algorithm makes use of advancing 
prediction information of federal members, increases 
constraint conditions and the performance of system has 
been improved.  

B. Prospective Volume Dynamic Adjustment  

In HLA, when federal members use 
EnableTimeRegulation service to set themselves as time 
control federal members, the federal members can deliver 
TSO message and this service requests to provide the 
prosepective volume used by federal members. Once it has 
been set, federal members can adopt ModifyLookahead 
service to revise prospective volume in the advancing 
process. Then, can it be revised randomly? There are 
following conclusions:  

Theorem 1 for TAR/TARA service, the value of federal 
members j：T(j)+ L(j) can only be increased but not 
decreased [4,9,27].  

Theorem 1 indicates that for any federal member i at any 
time, the value of T(i)+ L(i) can only increase. Generally 
speaking, RTI to ensure the time synchronization advance, 
the algorithm for changing prospective volume can be 
divided into two parts: algorithm 4.1 describes RTI 
implementation algorithm when federal members transfer 
ModifyLookahead service. TAR/NER service requires time 
advancing and attains RTI implementation algorithm after 
receiving approval of RTI; algorithm 4-2 describes the 

following treatment algorithm of hang-up prospective 
volume.  

Implementation algorithm of algorithm 
3ModifyLookahead 

Input parameter: prospective volume to be changed  
Output: prospective volume needs to be reset  
Algorithm description  
if (the Lookahead>current prospective volume) 
else{         //set up hang-up prospective volume sign  
dePendingLookahead= true;       //RequestedLookahead is 

hang-up prospective volume  
RequestedLookahead= theLookahead； 
} 
Following treatment algorithm for algorithm 4 hang-up 

prospective volume  
Usage: judge if federal members are in prospective hang-

up state when RTI agrees request advancing of federal 
members, if yes, then it needs to decrease prospective 
volume.  

Input parameter: agree with the logical time advanced by 
federal members (LogicalTimegrantTime) 

Output: prospective volume after resetting  
Algorithm description:  
if(! bPengingLookahead)return； 
timeAdvanced=grantTime-CurrentTime; in which 

CurrentTime is the current logical time of federal members 
intervalLookahead =current prospective volume-

RequestedLookahead; 
if(timeAdvanced>=intervalLookahead){ 
Current prospective volume =RequestedLookahead; 
bPendingLookahead= false；    //relieve hang-up 

prospective volume  
} 
else current prospective volume=current prospective 

volume-timeAdvanced; //prospective volume decreases 
progressively  

The ModifyLookahead method provided by RTI can 
ensure that the logical time of all federal members moves 
forward, but can’t ensure the optimization of Lookahead of 
federal members, it is crucial to solve the prediction problem 
by the federal members themselves. Therefore, this paper 
makes improvements from two aspects:  

(1) When RTI agrees with the time advancing request of 
federal members, it will call back TAG(T) method and set 
current logical time as T. At this moment, federal members 
predict Lookahead value at T moment timely and update 
Lookahead dynamically. Considering about that the message 
can only be generated when the property value of objects of 
federal members is updated or when the interactive instances 
are produced. Therefore, we only need to consider about the 
update of objects and/or interactive events of federal 
members at T moment, and then set 
nextLookhead=min{intervalTime(i)}, intervalTime(i) is the 
time interval of correlation objects and interactive events for 
next activation. TAG(T) adopts algorithm 4.  

Algorithm 5:  
Algorithm 5:  
Min=Max; 
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foreach  eventOfMes(i){         //eventOfMes(i) presents 
message event i. 

Looktime=eventOfMes(i).NextTime();     //record the 
trigger time of No. correlation event.  

if(min>Looktime) min=Looktime;        //select minimum 
value;  

}  
return min-Steptime；          //decrease step time;  
(2) Federal members can solve the problem of 

prospective volume hang up internally caused by the 
decrease of prospective volume. Set current time T0 and 
current prospective volume is L0. Because federal members 
will not accept message from T0—T0+L0, therefore, the 
internal time can be advanced to T=T0+step, and then adopt 
algorithm 4-3, predict prospective volume L. When 
prospective volume satisfies T+L bigger or equal to T0+L0, 
apply TAR/TARA to RTI and then adopt LookheadModfy to 
revise prospectively volume. The specific methods are as 
following:  

Algorithm 6:  
(1) If T+Lookhead >T0+L0 and then turn to 2 or else turn 

to 4.  
(2) Adopt TAR/TARA 
(3) Adopt ModifyLookhead(Lookhead); return.  
(4) Advance time to T=T0+step; //step is step time. 
(5) Adopt algorithm 4-3, predict the value of LookHead. 

Return. 
Algorithm 4-5 decrease RTI adoption for federal 

members, ensure the optimization of Lookhead, at the same 
time, ensure the synchronization of distributed system and 
improve the operation efficiency of the system.  

C. Deadlock Detection and Relieve  

Assume in an alliance with only federal member 1 and 
member 2, both two members are regulated (Tune 
Regulating,TR) and limited members (Time Constrained 
stamp, TC), they order time stamp information of the other 
party and are restricted by each other during time advancing. 
Considering about the time advancing process under alliance, 
member 1 proposes NER adoption and requests to move 
forward to time TR1, at the same time, member 2 proposes 
NER adoption and requests to move forward to time TR2. 
Based on Frederick algorithm, at this moment, 
LBST(1)=OUTPUT(2)= min{TR2+L2, minTSO(2), 
LBST(2)}, in which minTSO(2) is the minimum time stamp 
of TSO queue of member 2. LBST(2)=OUTPUT(1)= 
min{TR1+L1, minTSO(1), LBST(1)}, and so on, it can be 
speculated that LBST(1) depends on OUTPUT(2), 
OUTPUT(2) depends on LBST(2), LBST(2) depends on 
OUTPUT(1), OUTPUT(1) depending on LBST(1), 
composing one cyclic dependency chain and entering a dead 
loop wait. It can be speculated that if there is a cyclic 
dependency chain, F1F2F3F4…Fn, in which F1, 
F2, …Fn are in NER/NERA state. It can be proven that the 
LBST of all members are the same and 
LBST(i)=min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}; 

The proof is as following:  
LBST(1)=min{TR2+L2,minTSO(2),LBST(2)}; 
LBST(2)=min{TR3+L3,minTSO(2),LBST(3)}; 

…… 
LBST(n)=min{TR1+L1,minTSO(1),LBST(1)}; 
Remove LBST(2),LBST(3),……LBST(n) with 

substitution to attain following formula:  
LBST(1)=min{TR2+L2,minTSO(2),min{TR3+L3,minT

SO(3),min{TR4+L4,minTSO(4),……min{ TR1+L1,minTS
O(1),LBST(1)}}… }; 

That is:  
LBST(1)=min{TR1+L1,TR2+L2,TR3+L3,……TRn+Ln,

LBST(1)}; 
Obviously, LBST(1) can be smaller or equal to the 

random value of min{TR1+L1,TR2+L2, 
TR3+L3 , ……TRn+Ln}. Based on optimal principle, we 
attain the maximum value:  

LBST(1)=LBST(1)=min{TR1+L1,TR2+L2,TR3+L3,…
…TRn+Ln}。 

And then substitute the above equations successively and 
then attain:  

LBST(1)=LBST(2)=LBST(3)=LBST(4)=……LBST(n); 
Theorem 2: the deadlock state waited by NER cycle can 

be relieved. Firstly the proof is offered:  
(1) Assume 

min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}=min{TR1+L1,TR2+L2,TR3+L3,
……TRn+Ln}. That is member i has minimum value of 
min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}. 

(2) Member will not receive message smaller than 
min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}.  

(3) Member i must meet the necessary conditions of time 
advancing, because min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}>=Tri; or 
min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}>=minTSO(i); 

(4) Member i is allowed to advance logical time to 
min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)},  

(5) At this moment, member i will be in Grant state, 
based on Frederick algorithm, now LBST(i)=Tc(i)+L(i) is a 
determine value.   

(6) Set member j depends on member i and in request 
state, now it is determined by the LBST of member i, 
therefore, member j can calculate LBST(j), and then advance 
smoothly.  

(7) By analogy, all the members can be unlocked.  
Leterature [4,8] has offered one R-GALT algorithm, 

which confirms the OUTPIUT value of member k through 
calculating the min {TRi+Li, minTSO(i)} in the chain in 
NER/NERA request chain. We analyzed several situations 
through analysis:   

If member k is in NER/NERA application chain, but 
min{TRk,minTSO(k)}>min{TRi,minTSO(i)}, in which i is 
member in NER/NERA request chain, and then the 
NER/NERA request of member K will he hang up.  

This algorithm does not offer timing and method of 
relieving hang up, and then members in NER/NERA request 
chain satisfying 
min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)}=min{TR1+L1,TR2+L2,TR3+L3,
……TRn+Ln} can’t attain opportunity for solve the hang up. 
Therefore, deadlock can’t be solved fundamentally. This 
method does not make use of information attained from 
ergodic to break NER/NERA request chain and the 
advancing efficiency is not high.  

The method adopted in this paper is: operate R-GALT 
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algorithm, find out members s with min{TRi+Li,minTSO(i)} 
value immediately once NER/NERA cycle request chain has 
been detected and then allow its time request. At the same 
time, relieve the hang up states of other NER/NERA request 
members on lift loop. The improved algorithm is as 
following:  

Algorithm 7:  
(1) Set all calibration members with direct constraints for 

time advancing of member i as i1,i2… in 
(2) LBST=MaxValue; 
for (k=1; k<n; k++){ 
   in[ik]=rue; 
LBST=min{ TRi+Li,OUTPUT(ik)}; 
} 
(3) OUTPUT (){ 
if(in[k]==true) //member k meets for the second time on 

searching chain, which indicates loop exists.  
While(also has members in the loop){ 
There is member i with min{ TRi+Li,OUTPUT(i)} value 

in the loop;  
Relieve hang up state of member i and promote the 

logical time to min{ TRi, minTSO(i)}; 
    if(min{ TRi, minTSO(i)}+Lookhead(i)<MaxValue) 
  MaxValue=min{ TRi, minTSO(i)}+Lookhead(i);     

//update MaxValue 
in(i)=false; 
} 
return  MaxValue； 
} 
else if(member j is at time permitting state) then 
 return Tc(j)+TL(j); 
else if(member j is at TAR/TARA request wait state)then 
  return TR(j) +TL(j); 
else {          //member j is at NMR/NMRA request wait 

state 
 
Set all members with direct constraint power to time 

advancing of member j as j1,j2,…、js; 
 令 m=min{ TR(j)+TL(j), minTSO(j)}； 
Set m=min{ TR(j)+TL(j), minTSO(j)}; 
if(m<min){ 
         min=m; 
         start=j; 
} 
in(j)=true;           //put member into in;  
 for  (k=1; k<=s; k++){ 
m= min( m,OUTPUT(jk)); 
} 
return m; 
} 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Time synchronization management is one of the 
important functions of HLA/RTI, is the adjust allocation time 
synchronization realized by dynamic time sequence relation 
among simulation entities to realize the scalability of system. 
This paper has improved time stamp management, optimized 
time perspective volume management based on HLA 

distributed simulation platform RTI time synchronization 
algorithm Frederick algorithm, at the same time, studied the  
avoid method of deadlock and realized optimization research 
on Frederick time management algorithm. 
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